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The Initial Period of a Future War 

and the Special Features of the Conduct

of Military Operations During This Period

by

Colonel-General N. Pavlovskiy

Our Party and the Soviet Government are striving
to achieve the lessening of international tension,
the curtailment of the arms race, and the prevention
of war by conducting a peace-loving foreign policy.
The Soviet Union is doing everything which lies in its
power to achieve this goal. One of the convincing
proofs of this is the visit of our governmental
delegation, headed by Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev,
to the 15th Session of the General Assembly of the
United Nations.

However, as is known, the peaceful policy of
the Soviet Union is clearly not to the taste of the
aggressive circles of the imperialist states which
have grouped themselves art:mud the United States of
America, who continue, as they have in the past ., to
conduct a policy of exacerbating international relations,
of stepping up the arms race, and of preparing for a
new war. As soon as the efforts Of the Soviet Union
and of other peace-loving states directed toward the
lessening of international tension begin to produce
perceptible results, these states once again bring
the world to the brink of war by the most extreme
measures. In the last analysis, this can lead to the
outbreak of a new war. History is already acquainted
with many such examples so unfortunate for the fates
of nations.
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Under these circumstances, the main task of the
Armed Forces of the Soviet Union is the further
improvement of combat readiness for immediate operations,
with the aim of disrupting the attack of the enemy
and of crushing him decisively.

The constant qualitative changes in the develop-
ment of the Soviet Army and Navy which are taking
place before our very eyes call for a great deal of
work on the further development of Soviet military
art by all generals, admirals, and officers, in
accordance with the present-day requirements for
the conduct of armed combat.

One of the most important problems of military
science,the study of which is given much attention
both in our country and abroad, is that of the initial
period of a war. This is, of course, fully under-
standable, since the outcome of a future war will
depend to a considerable degree on the results of
the first clashes, the first strikes of the combatants
For this reason, the study of the problems of the 	 -
initial period of a war and the preparation of the
types of armed forces for the conduct of military
operations during this period have great theoretical
and practical significance for us.

But in order properly to understand, and to
resolve 'the problems of the initial period of a
future war, we must have a clear conception of
the nature of this war. We will therefore try, if
only in a general way, to review this problem.

The nature of a future war. In examining the
nature of a future war one must first of all take
into consideration the existence of and struggle between
the two world systems, the socialist and the capitalist.
In spite of the tremendous efforts of the Soviet Union
to conduct a policy of peaceful coexistence, which we
have touched on earlier, the struggle of these two
systems, under certain conditions, may become sharply
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exacerbated, and tliSiA.Remialists-will-then_attempt
,a..n attack on the USSR or on the other countries of
tt"e—S0C-Ca-riii-Caliiii,--ivhict-iepresent the chieI"Obitiidlè
"t"trtch-ria—iievement by the imperialists of-their
aggressive goals. Such an attack canIca:r9-0.115,be
.confined to a local-war7--ItDiiill most,robàbl2j lead
--tio7i-Vvor1d war in which the states 'belong:it-Art° the
two-opposing--world systems will take part.

Consequently, in speaking of the possible nature
of a future war, we start from the premise that it
will be of a world-wide, coalition character. In
this war, because of the existence of irreconcilable
contradictions between the socialist and capitalist
systems, any sort of compromise will be almost impossible.
Both sides will pursue the most decisive political
and military goals - they will strive to achieve 	 11.
total victory.

To wage such a war powerful modern weapons
(sredstvo borby) and massive armed forces will be
needed, together with the utmost exertion of the
entire moral and physical strength of the peoples
and economies of the belligerent states.

In recent Years, the opinion has been expressed
. in the West, and sometiriaTiVin - i6 our own Country,
that a "future"Wai- Vill be of shortduration and may
be'concluded . in the course of several..weeks, or even

ieial days. Such prognoses are sba-sed on the fact
that modern weapons are capable, in a short period
of time, of inflicting such heavy damage upon the
enemy that it can be presumed that he will be unable
to continue the war; thus, the objectives of the war
can be achieved considerably more rapidly than has -
been the case in past wars.

At the same time, a contrary point of view also
persists, whose proponents claim it as axiomatic that
a future war, like the world wars of the past, will
assume a drawn-out character.
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. In considering these points of view, Marshal
R. Ya. Malinovskiv. the Minister of Defense of the
USSR, in his report to the All-Army Conference of
Secretaries of Primary Party Organizations in
May 1960, pointed out that both suffer from the
Ilidt-that they solve the problem of the duration
of a war in a one-sided fashion. It would be more
sensible not to go to extremes in this question.
We should, the Minister of Defense said, develop
and perfect weapons and methods of armed combat
primarily with a view to achieving victory over
the aggressor in the shortest possible time, but
at the same time it is also necessary to make
serious preparations for a lengthy war.

We term a future war a missile/nuclear war,
since the primary means of destruction will be
nuclear weapons, and the chief means of delivering
them to the target will be missiles of various types
and designations.

The employment of nuclear weapons and of other
means of mass destruction will impart a tense and
desperate character to a war. In order to seize

•and retain the strategic initiative, and also to
ensure the achievement of the aims of the war, each
side will develop vigorous military operations by
all the means at its disposal from the very beginning
of the war, in order to inflict upon the enemy the
maximum , losses in personnel and material resources,
and also in order to effect the greatest possible
destruction on his territory.

The military-geographical disposition and the
large territories of the countries which make up	 .
the military coalitions, and also the long range of
modern means of destruction, make it certain that the
war will be waged over huge areas. The war will be
waged not only in the European and Asian theaters,
but will embrace other continents and wide naval
theaters of operation. Military, operations develop
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both on a front and also deep in the rear of the
belligerent states. The tremendous spatial scope
(prostranstvennyy razmakh) of the war, the necessity
to protect and defend objectives and lines of
communication far to the rear, and also the probable
growth of losses, will lead to a situation where
the strength of the armed forces in a future war
will far exceed those in all past wars.

The increase in the combat capabilities of all
types of armed forces brought about by the swift
development and widespread introduction of new
means of destruction will lead inevitably to a change
in the methods of waging war. In this connection,
particular significance for our armed forces in the
achievement of the goals of the war will lie in the
operations of missile troops, the decisive delivery of
mass nuclear/missile strikes designed to destroy and
to annihilate vitally important objectives deep in
the rear of the enemy, the destruction of the basic
groupings of his armed forces, and the suppression
of his will to resist.

The effective antiaircraft defense of troops and
objectives in the rear of the country will have a
no less important significance for the successful
conduct of the armed struggle. It must be capable
of giving timely warning of the threat of a nuclear
attack, and of detecting and destroying in the air
the missiles and aircraft of the enemy. It can be
stated immediately that the success of nuclear/missile
strikes on the one hand, and of the operations
of the antiaircraft defense forces and weapons on
the other, particularly at the beginning of a war,, will
determine its further development to a great extent,-

In the general course of armed conflict in a
theater of military operations, an important role
will be played, as in the past, by the activities
(operatsiya) of the ground troops, the most
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characteristic features of which will be: the wide-
spread use of nuclear weapons and of other beans of
mass destruction; exceptionally high mobility and
dynamism (dinamichnost) in the combat operations of
the troops; an increase in the spatial scope and
average speed Of operations; the absence of solid
fronts and the conduct of combat in a series of
directions, at times in areas isolated from one
another, at varying depths, frequently with the
conduct of large head-on clashes (vstrechnoye
stolknoveniye).

In the naval theaters of operation a no less
decisive and intense struggle will develop between

• the forces of the two sides. This struggle will be
directed toward the destruction of the enemy fleet
at sea and at its bases. Groupings (gruppirovka)
of warships, above all, of missile submarines,
aircraft carriers, naval bases, and ports of the
enemy will be subjected to strikes by naval forces
employing all modern weapons. Along with this,
naval forces, chiefly submarines, will wage continual
war on lines of communication and in some cases will
deliver nuclear strikes on targets of military and
economic significance in coastal areas.

The widespread employment of nuclear weapons
in a future war, primarily through the use. of
missiles, but also from aircraft aid submarines,
together with the highly mobile operations of
ground and airborne troops, will permit the
performance of tactical, operational, and strategic
tasks in shorter periods of time than has' been done
in the past. Here, we must remember that in spite
of the tremendous destructive capability of nuclear.
weapons, the achievement of success in a future war
will be possible only through coordination in the
use of all means of armed conflict. It is thus, in
short, that we view the most characteristic aspects
of a future war. It is quite clear that the conditions
and means of waging this war will impart particular
significance to its initial period, which we shall
consider in more detail.

-7-
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The essential quality of the initial period of 
a war. Today, scarcely anyone can doubt that the
1-TEUTts of armed conflict in the initial period of
a war will have a decisive significance for its whole
subsequent course.

If we turn to history, we can find in past wars
many examples in which, right up to the outbreak of
military operations, the belligerents were working
to complete the preparations necessary for the
seizure of the initiative from the very beginning of
the war and the consequent predetermination of the
further course of the war in their favor. And,
despite the fact that there were not at that time
sufficiently effective means of armed combat, as
a rule, the side which seized the initiative in
operations achieved victory over its adversary.
-Let us consider some historical example's.

In the Russo-Japanese war of 1904-1905, both
sides, foreseeing the inevitability of the war,
undertook strenuous preparations long before its
outbreak. In this, however, Japan far. surpassed
Russia and began the war without a formal declaration

. on the night of 9 February 1904 with a surprise attack
on the Russian squadron at Port Arthur. The results
to which this Russian procrastination in preparing
for war led are well known to everyone.

The First World War was also prepared for in
advance. The main states which participated in the
war took every step to carry out concealed mobiliza-
tion and to forestall the enemy in the deployment for
and the launching of military operations- However,
neither side succeeded in this. The difference in -
timing (v srokakb) and in the time taken to mobilize
and to deploy the armedforces of the main European
powers was insignificant, and both sides began Military
operations under relatively equal conditions. As a
result neither side Was able to seize the initiative in
the very first days of the war and to achieve decisive
successes either at the beginning- or in the subsequent
course of the war.
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Events developed quite differently in the Second
World War. Hitler's Germany, which had secretly
mobilized its armed forces beforehand under the
pretext of conducting maneuvers, concentrated and
deployed them on the national border with Poland.
The Polish command, not having correctly evaluated
the military capabilities of fascist Germany, was
not prepared for war. Mobilization was begun in

. Poland only on 29 August, and on 1 September 1939
the German fascist army invaded Poland from various
directions and defeated the Polish Army decisively.
In the course of three weeks the Polish Army was
completely destroyed and Poland was occupied by
the German fascist troops.

. The German fascist army was able to achieve
the same decisive results in the war against the
other Western countries. Even such a country as
ours needed more than a year to eliminate the
consequences of the failures of the initial period
of the war and to achieve a breakthrough in military
operations in our favor.

Failure to evaluate the part played by the
initial period of a war or the incorrect appreciation
of its content and special features have led to a
situation in which some countries and their armed
forces have turned out to be inadequately prepared
to conduct a war, have suffered huge losses, or
have lost the war at its Very beginning.

In the initial period of a future war the
qualitative and quantitative status of modern means
of 'armed conflict will create conditions for the
achievement of incomparably greater results than
has been the case in any war in the past. It
should be clear to all of us that the surprise
massive use of nuclear weapons can inflict huge
losses in human and material resources on the armed
forces and on the entire country undergoing attack,
can disorganize front and rear areas, and governmental
and military control, and can dfsrupt the systematic
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• deployment of the armed forces and the carrying out of.
mobilization in the country.

All this obliges us to study the initial period
of a future war with care and seek out the most
effective means for the conduct of armed combat
during this period.

It should be noted that before the Second World
War we had no properly evolved theory for the conduct
of a•war in its initial period. The views which prevailed I

at that time concerning the conduct of operations
during the initial period of a war were based, for the
most part, on the experience of the First World War.

1

At that time the initial period of a war was
taken to be the segment of time encompassing events
from the moment of the declaration or beginning of
the war until the commitment of the main body of
the armed forces. It was assumed that the mobili-
zation, concentration, and deployment of the armed
forces would begin after the declaration of war
of after an attack by the enemy. This was considered_
to be the main constituentof the initial period of
a war. It was assumed that military operations would
be restricted to the conduct of reconnaissance
operations and to border engagements by covering
troops (voyska prikrytiya).

This view of the makeup of the initial pe'riod
of a war had a negative influence on the preparation
of our armed forces for war, and also on the
development of plans for their strategic deployment.
The incorrect evaluation of the changes which had
occurred in the methods used by the imperialists in
preparing and unleashing a war, and also of the
possible nature of military operation in the initial
period, resulted in the insufficient combat prepared-
ness of the border military districts and a delay
in the shift of the national economy of our country •
to military production. All this cost us huge losses
in people and in material resources.

•

The Second World War brougL subci- nnti al correctl.ons
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in the understanding of the initial period. The
mobilization and deployment of the main body of the
armed forces of the aggressor countries and the
switch of the economy to military production were
carried out in good time, before the beginning of the
war. The war began without a declaration, with a
surprise attack. Thus, the basic constituent of the
initial period of the last war was even then not
the mobilization and deployment of the armed forces,
but the conduct of active military operations from
the very beginning of the war.

The development of weapons and methods of
conducting armed conflict, and the nature of the
preparations for i future war by the imperialist
countries, give grounds for supposing that its .
initial period will differ considerably in its Con-
stitution from past wars and even more from former
theoretical concepts.

We consider that a future War will most
probably begin with a surprise attack by -ida- aggressor
edi5lOying:the maximum possible quantity of nuclear
iTei4i6n.s. In the course of this attack both sides will
Strive to inflict on each other by the most energetic
strikes, such losses at the front and in the rear that
the achievement of the immediate strategic aims of
the war in the shortest period . of time will be ensured
as a result.

For our armed forces such aims might be the
repulse of the enemy attack, the seizure of the
strategic initiative, and the creation of favorable
conditions for the further development of decisive
military operations. In the course • d achieving
these aims, our armed forces will have to solve such
tasks as the destruction of military and industrial
targets, the disorganization of the governmental and
military command of the enemy, the disruption of the
strategic deployment of his armed forces, the defense
of our armed forces and objectives in the rear areas
of the country against nuclear weapons and other means
of mass destruction, and also the occupation of

Kih ! piksir IFn
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important economic and political centers and areas
in the theaters of military operations.

Thus, the following conclusion on the initial
period of a future war suggests itself:

- by the initial period of a future war one
must understand the period between the beginning of
the outbreak of war and the achievement of their .
immediate strategic objedtives by the forces of the
first strategic echelon (troops in constant combat
readiness - ground, air, antiaircraft defense, and,
in the first rank, missile troops);

- the main constituent of this period will be
the conduct, from the very beginning of the war, of
active military operations by peacetime forces and
weapons, including formations mobilized up to wartime.
tables of organization and equipment and units
maintained in skeleton strength on ready-reserve
status. All types of armed forces will take place in
these operations. The leading role will be assigned
to the missile troops of strategic designation.

As to the duration of the initial period itself,
one must keep in mind that it cannot be determined
ahead of time. Its length will depend on the time . .
required to achieve the immediate strategic objectives
of the war, on the nature of these objectives, on the
conditions under which the war breaks out, on the
course of deployment of the armed forces, on the
results of military operations, and also on a whole
series of other factors. Only one thing is clear -
that theobjectives of the initial period of a
future war can be achieved in a considerably shorter
time than has been the case in the past.

. Far the correct determination of the nature of
military operations in the initial period of the war,
and of the methods of conducting them, a knowledge
of the probable enemy, constant study of his true
intentions, of the grouping of his armed forces, and .
particularly of his means of nuclear attack, and an

-12- -.
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objective evaluation of his combat capabilities are Of--
great significance. It is quite obvious that the
determination of the methods of operation,of our armed
forces and the effectiveness of their blows will also
depend upon the timely disclosure of the true plans
of the probable enemy against the countries of the
Socialist Camp.

It must be said that a great deal of attention
is given to the problems of a future war, and
particularly to its initial period, in the armed
forces of the imperialist countries. The military
leaders of the aggressive blocs, headed by the United
States and England, assign a decisive role to the
initial period of a war, and particularly to the
first operations.

In determining the methods of conducting
armed combat in the initial period of the war and
in the preparation of the armed forces, very great
importance is attached to knowledge and consideration
of the conditions in which the aggressive imperialist
blocs can unleash a war against the countries of
the Socialist Camp.

The combat characteristics of modern weapons,
and also the practical actions of the leaders of
the imperialist blocs, provide reasons for considering
that the most probable method of unleashing a war
against. the Soviet Union will be a surprise attack
from various directions with the widespread use of
nuclear weapons. In this case the . war will immediately
become worldwide in character.

• It , is not excluded that war maybe unleashed by
the imperialists with an attack on one ot the countries
of the Socialist Camp. Naturally, the Soviet Union and
the other countries of the Socialist Camp will be-forced:
to enter this war, with the aim of providing assistance
and defense to the friendly country which has suffered
the attack. 'In this case, the war cannot be confined
to a local conflict, but will turn into a world war.

-13-
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Finally, there may also be other conditions in
which the imperialists will unleash a war, conditions
which will undoubtedly leave their imprint on the
nature and means of operation of our armed forces.
We must study all these conditions attentively so
that we will be ready in good time to take effective
and decisive countermeasures in any situation.

The probable enemy will take as his main
objective that of depriving us of thl capability
of using nuclear weapons from the very beginning of
the war. For this it is contemplated that strikes
will be delivered throughout the whole depth of our
country in order to destroy our stocks of nuclear
weapons and missile-launching installations, to
destroy our airfields, annihilate our bomber aircraft,
and inflict decisive destruction upon our armed forces.

Simultaneously with the fulfilment of these
missions, we know that it is planned to deliver strikes
against our most important administrative-political
and military-industrial centers, naval bases and ports,
railroad junctions, and other objectives in order to _
'disorganize the administration of the country, to
disrupt the mobilization and deployment of our armed
forces, and to shatter the military and economic
potential of the country and 'the morale of the people.

For the fulfilment of these missions it is.
planned to bring to bear the maximum quantity of
forces and means capable of Using nuclear weapons,
in order to inflict immediate and decisive destruction
upon us and to achieve their plans for seizing the
German Democratic Republic, Poland, Czechoslovakia,
and Hungary, and of carrying the war to the territory
of the Soviet Union.

In the imperialist countries, particularly in
the NATO countries, in accordance . with these aggressive
plans, the buildup of armed forces and their training
for war are being carried out, theaters of military
operations are being equipped at an acceelerated rate,
reserves of material and technical resources are being

-14-
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set up, and nuclear/missile bases are being equipped.

It is necessary to say that the rapid development
of modern means of combat is constantly bringing about

• great qualitative changes in the armed forces, both
with us and with the capitalist states. As a result,
a reevaluation of the places and roles of the various
types of armed forces and arms of troops in a future
war are taking-place, the methods of fighting a battle
are changing and considerable adjustments are being
made in operational plans. Many postulates of military
art which appeared correct only yesterday must be
reviewed and decided upon completely anew today. In
this connection, we should like to recall the statements
of the Chief of the General Staff, Marshal of the
Soviet Union M.V. Zakharov. Speaking before the
students of the Academy of the General Staff at the
beginning of the present academic year, he stated
that we must all watch intently the changes taking
place in the armed forces of the probable enemy,
investigate everything new searchingly, summarize
it intelligently, and draw the appropriate conclusions
for ourselves.

The combat readiness of the armed forces. The successful
attainment of the strategic objectives of the initial
period of 4 war is possible only on condition that .
the armed forces and the country as a whole are
comprehensively prepared to conduct a war against a

. strong enemy. We must always remember the lessons of
the past war, which show that the errors and . mis-
calculations which we permitted in preparing the
armed forces and in considering the possibilities of a
war with fascist Germany had a drastic effect on our

. conduct of military operations, and put our country
in a most difficult position.

The consequence of these Miscalculations was
that our armed forces were not brought to the
necessary state of combat readiness in time and that
we began combat operations in a disorganized fashion,
as a result of which we suffered large /osses. It
must be said outright that under, present circumstances
such mistakes could have catastrophic COncinuenCeS.
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This is why the chief requirement for all the
armed forces at the present time is the maintenance
of a high and constant state of combat readiness. As
we know, in the orde.„and_directiVes of the Ministry
Of Defense on combat and operational readiness, the
chief:t 41X-Whieh..i-S_SOX..hefore our armed forces each
year is to be in. constant combat readiness in_order
to disrupt _an „kttacl:_by the enemy and to initiate
iREalate alld_activè . combai—operations with the aim
0:77iTeing tee sirategiclifaiiative at the very
beginning of a war.	 -.	 .

It is true, we admit, that a period of threat
(ugrozhayemyy period) may precede the unleas4ing of a-
war by the enemy. However, one must not under any
circumstances base one calculations on the possibility
of carrying out all the measures involved in bringing
the armed forces to a state of combat readiness during
this particular period. The imperialists may attempt
to use their present means of attack completely un-
expectedly, and they have the complete capability
to do this. Therefore, in order not to allow oneself
to be caught unawares, one should orient oneself on
the absence of a period of threat or on one of
extremely short duration, counted perhaps only in
hours.

Justification for the institution of a threat
situation (ugrozhavemove polozheniye) in the country
may be a sharp aggravation of the international
situation or the receipt of reliable information on
the clear threat of an outbreak of war. This period
must be used to the. maximum for bringing the armed

permit them to begin combat operations immediately. ,	 1
forces to such a state of combat readiness as will

For this, all the meaSUres to be carried out
in the period of emergency by each sub unit, unit,
and large unit and by each headquarters and establishment
must be worked out and planned ahead of time. But this
is not enough. All steps must be taken to ensure that
the projected measures are executed in the shortest

• period of time with the maintenance of a high degree
of organization and orderliness, gpr this, already__

-16-
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in peacetime, a situation must be achieved in which all
the personnel of the armed forces know and can carry
out accurately the responsibilities with which they
will be entrusted in the period of threat.

It is not necessary to list all the measures
which can be carried out in the period of threat.
In each sub unit, unit, large unit, headquarters, or
establishment-they will be different. We will cite
just the main ones.

First of all, the maximum speed in delivering
signals and instructions to units and large units
concerning the introduction of the threat situation •
must be ensured. For this all rapid means 	 • •

(bystrodeystvuyushchiy) of communications will be
employed, observing secrecy precautions for the
transmission and a safeguarding of military secrets.

With the introduction of the threat situation,
the activity of all types of intelligence must be
increased immediately with the aim of discovering
the enemy's direct preparations for an attack, changes
in the grouping of his forces and means, particularly
of his means of delivering a nuclear attack, the
possible intentions and the timing of his operations,
and also other information peculiar to a particular
axis or theater of military operations.

In organizing reconnaissance one must take into
consideration that with the , changes in the character .
of a war and with the introduction into the armed
forces of means of mass destruction, reconnaissance
tasks and -the methods by which these can be accomplished
have become considerably more complicated. Errors
committed in this sphere can have an immediate and most
drastic effect upon the conduct of military operations.

• Upon the receipt of a-signal or order about
increasing readiness, all armed forces are brought
to a state of complete combat readiness.

The chief concern of the command af all levels
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and headquarters during the period of threat must be the
protection of troops from the nuclear weapons of the
enemy. For this purpose it is necessary to foresee and
to organize the withdrawal of troops, aviation, and the
fleet from their permanent dispositions (mesto dislokatsii)
to new areas which have been prepared in advance, at the
same time bringing them to a heightened state of readiness.
This applies particularly to the troops, forces, and
weapons of border military districts and fleets, whose
disposition the enemy has more opportunities of discovering.

In some cases, troops, forces, and weapons of
the border military districts and fleets will immediately
occupy the areas and positions assigned to them with
the view of going into action, directly in accordance
with plans which have been worked out beforehand.

The protection of stocks of material and technical
supplies against destruction by the nuclear weapons of
the enemy is a no less important measure, to which
particular attention must be given at all times, and
particularly during a period of threat. There is no
doubt that the appropriate organization to protect
material stocks will be already envisaged during'
peacetime. However, with the introduction of a threat
situation steps must be taken, where necessary, to
disperse them further and to organize the transport
called for by the plans and in order to supplement
the stocks of the troops Cr to establish stocks in
the direction! (napravleniye) where military operations
are forthcoming.

One should not exclude the possibility of taking
steps during the period of threat toward the partial

, mobilization and deployment of some part of the forces,
particularly from the personnel of the ground troops,
and also toward the conversion of individual branches
of industry to war production. However, it must be
borne in mind that this must be done with the observance
of extraordinary measures of caution and secrecy. We
should not rely on the possibility of conducting
widespread measures for mobilization during the period
of threat. The deployment of the armed,forces'and their concentration

-- I
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in theaters of military operations will be carried out •
mainly from the beginning of the war and under very
complex conditions. Here, the problem of military
transport will be very critical.

It must be taken into consideration that at the
beginning of a war the operational movement of troops
and the movement of material and technical supplies
will be conducted on a tremendous scale. At the same
time, the enemy will try to break up the operation of
our communication lines by nuclear strikes and to
disrupt this movement. The possibility cannot be excluded
that, as a result of nuclear strikes on road junctions,
bridges, and other vulnerable points and objectives, the
main rail and highway arteries in various directions
may be put out of commission for a lengthy period of
time, which will seriously complicate the deployment and
concentration of our armed forces.

The solution of this problem must lie in three
courses. First, it is necessary to envisage and.to
organize the combined use of all types of transport:
railroad, highway, air, and water, to achieve their
complete interchangeability, and also to envisage
broad mobility of the reserves of all transport
facilities.

Secondly, we must achieve the maximum viability
-of our communication lines under the conditions of a
nuclear war. To this end the reliable antiaircraft
defense of communications must be organized. In doing
this, barticular attention must be paid to the protection
of the more vulnerable points along the lines of
communication; against strikes by the enemy trans loading
areas, railroad stations, highway and rail junctions,
bridges, tunnels, 'viaducts, and other structures. To
ensure the viability of communication lines, measures
for combating enemy paratroops and diversionary groups
must be worked out in good time'.

Thirdly, it is necessary to provide for the.
organization and execution ofrapid repair and .
festoration of portions of the lines of communication
which have been destroyed, and for,the conqtruction of
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new sections of railroads and highways, bridges, bypasses,
and the laying of pipelines. To carry out these large
and labor-consuming tasks, construction and repair units,
railroad troops, the construction organizationsof the
transport ministries, sovnarkhozes, and also troops
and the-local population can be enlisted. The successful
carrying-out of reconstruction and construction operations
on communication lines will be assisted by the timely
creation of stocks of building materials and of pre-
fabricated bridging construction.

For defense against the means of mass destruction
and for the elimination of the effects of nuclear strikes,
commanding officers and headquarters will organize
measures for antiatomic, antichemical warfare and anti-
bacteriological defense in the sectors or areas of
action of their formations and also along the lines of
communication, and will assign the'reqUisite forces
and resources.

All these measures for assuring the viability of
communication lines are planned in advance.'

In speaking of the combat readiness of our armed
forces, it must be kept in iind that by this We do not
mean just the ability of sub unitsyunits, and large'
units to assembly quickly at the . aleat signal (po trevoge)
and to occupy the areas assigned to . them. This is only
one of the elements of the combat readiness of troops,
forces, and weapons, and it is very important. But
it is not all-important. The combat readiness of troops
is made up of very many elements, the fundamental one
of which is combat coordination (slazhennost) and
constant readiness to conduct military operations
during the mass employment of all modern means of.
combat, to fulfil any task which may be assigned to
the unit or large unit at the beginning of a war.
Units or large units which , although they assembly
quickly at the alert signal, are not capable of
executing a combat mission, cannot be considered.
combat ready.

The fundamentals of combat treadines are; ' a high
degree of field training of the troops; having combat.
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equipment in excellent condition and being able to
use it; well-organized control of troops and their
readiness for rapid assembly; the presence of stocks
of the material and technical supplies necessary for
the supply of the troops in case they are alerted,
and, in addition, for internal military districts,
readiness to mobilize and to be transported or to
carry out marches over long distances.

The high state Of readiness of the armed forces
for the conduct of operations in the initial period
of a war will depend to a great degree on the level
of training of commanders, commanding officers, and
staffs, and on their ability to direct troops
confidently and firmly under the complex conditions
of the situation.

\
Another of the most important, conditions ensuring

the readiness of our armed forces for the successful
conduct of military operations in the initial period
of a war is the timely preparation of the territory
of the country and of the probable theaters of military
operations far a future war. Modern powerful, long--
range Means Of destruction greatly widen the borders
of the theaters and Present new demands for their
preparation (oborudovaniye).

What are the minimum necessary measures which
must be taken already, in peacetime, to equip and
_prepare theaters of military operations?

The basic measures for the preparation of
theaters of military operations can be given as
follows: the development of lines of communication
and the ensuring . of their reliability and viability-
under conditions of the mass use of nuclear weapons;
the construction of launch Sites for missiles; the -
construction of airfields; the development of 4
communications network; the creation of. a unified
radar and radionavigation system; the equipment of
bases and depots for the storage of materiel; the
camouflaging of the most important targets in order
to exclude their detection by any type of reconnaissance,
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including technical means.

Such, in short, are the requirements for the combat
readiness of the armed forces and the most important
measures to be taken to ensure it.

The nature and means of conducting military 
operations in the initial period of a war. The nature
of, and means dor, conducting military operations in
the initial period of a war will be determined by the
situation in which the war may break out. However,
it can be said with complete confidence that under
all circumstances massed nuclear/missile strikes
will form the basis of military operations. The
reserves of nuclear weapons accumulated during peace-
time will be used immediately to the maximum possible
degree to inflict decisive damage on the enemy in order
to force him to capitulate or to create a.situation
of complete chaos in the country, and to make the
development of active military-operations and the •
carrying out of mobilization measures as difficult
as possible lor the enemy.

As has already been said, the most probable
method by which the imperialists will unleash a war
against the Soviet Union will be a surprise nuclear!
missile attack. The unleashing of a war in this
manner creates exceedingly complicated conditions
for us, and we must prepare our armed forces for this
before all else.

The chief task of the armed forces in the event
of such an attack will'consist of preventing mass
nuclear strikes by the enemy, of instantly delivering
crushing strikes by nuclear weapons, and of initiating
vigorous military operations by all types of armed
forces. In other words, we must disrupt the attack
of the enemy and immediately seize the strategic
initiative with all the forces and means at our
disposal.

Thus, by the disruption of the attack of the
enemy one must understand the sum total of military
operations conducted by all the armed forces. The
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fundamental basis of the execution of this task will
consist of nuclear strikes by the strategic missile
forces, by the missile units and large units of the
ground troops, and also by aircraft and missile sub-
marines.

Successful operations by the missile troops, and,
particularly, their first strikes, will determine the
results of the-armed conflict 112 the initial period
of the war, and also during the course of its further
development. Missile forces are the forces of a
future war. It is for this reason that their development
is now given such great attention.

A no-less-important role in disrupting the attack
of the enemy will be played by the forces of the P110
of the country and by the antiaircraft forces and
weapons of the ground troops and the navy. They must
fulfil their task of destroying the missiles and air-
craft of the enemy in the air and of thus preventing
him from striking the vitally important objectives of
our country and armed forces.

We should also not minimize the role and significance
of our ground troops in the disruption of the enemy's
attack. Having as their armament nuclear weapons and
other modern meanscf armed combat, and possessing a
high degree of mobility and maneuverability, they are
capable, by swift actions, of inflicting decisive
damage on the troop concentrations of the enemy, of
moving rapidly deep into his territory, of seizing
vitally important areas of the country, and thus of
making more difficult the basing of the missiles ': air-
craft, and navy of the enemy, of disrupting the conduct
of mobilization measures, and of depriving him of the
ability to make up the losses which he has suffered.

The role of our air forces in disrupting the
attack of the enemy will consist mainly of supporting
the combat operations of the ground troops and fleet,
and also in conducting reconnaissance. Long-range .
aircraft will be used to make strikes on. targets -
located deep in the theaters of military operations
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which are weakly protected by antiaircraft defenses.

The efforts of the navy and particularly of its
missile submarines and aircraft, disrupting the attack
of the enemy will be directed primarily toward combating
the carrier strike large units (soyedineniye) of the
enemy and his missile submarines and surface vessles.

In speaking of the disruption of a surprise
attack by the enemy, the decisive significance of the
first blow, which must be the most powerful, should
be particularly stressed. The industrial and economic
centers of enemy countries, the missile, aircraft,
and naval bases of the enemy, his stockpiles of
nuclear weapons, aircraft . , nuclear-powered submarines,
missile vessels, and aircraft carriers, the most
important groupings of his ground troops, radar
facilities, and other objectives will be subjected
to its destructive action.

A first strike using massed nuclear weapons
delivered at the right time can considerably weaken
the strikes of the enemy, can paralyze his operations
for a certain time, and under favorable conditions,
can force him to cease active military operations.
The success of such a strike will be determined by
the degree of combat readiness of all the forces and
weapons used to deliver it, by the validity of
information on the objectives to be destroyed, by
their proper selection, and by the skilful use of
nuclear weapons to fulfil the basic tasks. •

Of all of the tasks of the initial period of
a war, the two most important, which will be carried
out by the combined efforts of all types of armed
forces and with all possible means, must be singled .
out. These are the fight against means of nuclear
attack and the disruption of the deep rear of the
enemy.

The mass employment of missiles with nuclear .
charges (zaryad), particularly at the beginning of
a war, may very seriously complicate the activity
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. _
of a country and of its armed forces. Therefore, the .
fight against means of nuclear attack, and in the first
place against missiles, now assumes significance of

• the first order.

This fight must be conducted in a systematic
manner, both in the theaters of military operations
and in the deep rear of the enemy, using the combat
capabilities of all types of armed forces. The
organization of the fight against means of nuclear
attack will be one of the most important tasks of
any operation. The chief role in its fulfilment will
belong to the missile troops, since the achievement
of decisive results in the fight against means of
nuclear attack is possible only when nuclear weapons
are used on a large scale.

One of the requisites for the fight against
Means of nuclear attack will be the constant conduct
of reconnaissance, the timely preparation,of,,,forces
and weapons targeted on definite objectives, and
decisiveness in the conduct of military operations.
The protectionof one's own means of nuclear attack .
against the strikes of the enemy will also have great 	 -
significance for the success of this fight. This is
achieved by . a reliably organized system of antiaircraft
defense, and also by dispersing and concealing the
disposition of mis -âile launch sites, aircraft, and
depots and assembly bases for nuclear weapons.

The complexity of the fight against means of
nuclear attack results from the fact that the anti-
air means for the destruction of ballistic missiles
(tallisticheskaya,raketa) in flight are still in the
developmental stage. The destruction in the air of
cruise missiles (krylataya raketa) and also of
modern, high-speed, high-altitude aircraft, especially
during their mass use, presents a well-known difficulty.
Therefore, the basic method of fighting means of nuclear
attack, at least in the near future, is their
destruction on the ground (on launch sites ., bases,
airfields, depots, and at places of production) in
conjunction with their destruction in thb air. In
the fight against missiles and aircraft'of the enemy's
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navy, the greatest results can be achieved by
inflicting strikes on aircraft carriers, and on surface
and submarine missile-carrying vessels at. sea and
at bases.

The solution of the task of fighting means of
nuclear attack is inseparably bound up with another
task -- the disruption of the enemy's rear. In a
future war, the objectives in the enemy's deep rear
will immediately be under direct strikes by the
means of mass destruction, and its disruption will
be the most important task of our armed forces from
the very beginning of the war. Enormous destruction
and property and personnel losses resulting from the
mass use of nuclear weapons will result in the
crippling of governmental and military control, in
the upheaval of the military and economic power of
hostile states, in the destruction of transportation
systems, in reduction of the combat effectiveness
of the enemy's armed forces, and in the demoralization
of the population.

The disruption of the enemy's deep rear will
require the performance of a number of important
tasks. In the initial period of a war such tasks
can be: the annihilation of reserves of nuclear
weapons and missiles, the destruction of industrial
objectives producing these weapons and also of the
most important economic, administrative-political,.
and scientific-technical centers, and the annihilation
of national reserves of finished military-industrial
products. The successful performance of these tasks
can exercise a serious influence on the course of the
war at its very beginning.

Missile weapons, and in the first place strategic
missiles, are the main means of delivering strikes -
against objectives in the enemy's deep rear. Operational-
tactical missiles and long-range and front aircraft
(aviatsiya) will be used to deliver strikes against
objectives in the enemy's rear which lie within the
zone of their range, against naval forces, especially
missile submarines, for the dest4uction of sea and
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ocean communication lines with the aim of isolating
hostile nations from the theaters of military operations
and from sources of raw material. Ground troops can also
fulfil tasks connected with the destruction of enemy
objectives in his immediate rear by the delivery of
strikes by missiles and aircraft. Airborne troops also
can take an active part in the performance of this task.

Military operations concerned with the disruption
of the enemy's deep rear are planned beforehand on the
armed forces level and will be carried out under the
direction of the Supreme High Command. Operations in
the initial period of a war are planned in the utmost
detail, especially in connection with the infliction
of the first strike.

The feature distinguishing military operations in
the initial period of a war from those of the very
beginning of the war is their wide range: Both sides
will strive to inflict mass strikeswith nuclear
weapons, not only on the troops in the theaters of
military operations, but also, as has already been
noted, on the deep rear, in order to ensure the
attainment of the immediate strategic goals in the
shortest period of time, to capture the initiative
more quickly, and to ensure its firm retention.

Immediately after the first missile and aviation
strike, or during the course of this strike, groupings
of ground troops will turn to the offensive in the main
directions. On those sectors of the front where a •
situation which is unfavorable for the turning of
troops to the offensive takes shape at the beginning of
the War, they will conduct defensive operations in
order to prevent a breakthrough into the depth of our
territory by the enemy groupings, to inflict destruction
on them, and, with the approach of the reserves, to turn
to the offensive.•

The navy will devélop active combat operations in
the naval theaters, where the principal task will be
to inflict destruction on the enemy's navy at sea and
at its bases.
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The troops of antiaircraft defense of the country -
will conduct combat operations for the destruction of
the aircraft and the annihilation of enemy missiles in
the air.

Thus, combat operations at the beginning of the
war will represent a system of operations which are
interrelated and directed against a common goal by
all types of armed forces, and which are planned and
coordinated with one another even during peacetime.
The appropriate forces and weapons are earmarked
beforehand and the supplies of material and technical
equipment necessary for the conduct of these operations
are also provided for.Corrections are made,- when
necessary, in the plans which have been worked out, in
connection with the changes which have taken place in
military districts, groups of troops, fleets, and
the armed forces as a whole.

-.-- Let us dwell on the characteristics of the combat
operations of the various types of armed forces in the
initial period of a war.

As has already been stated, the decisive role in
performing the tasks of the initial period of a war
belongs to the missile troops of strategic designation.
They will deliver massed nuclear/missile strikes for
the fulfilment of strategic tasks in support of armed
combat as a whole. The objectives of nuclear/missile
strikes are industrial and administrative-political
centers, aircraft, missile, and naval bases, nuclear
ammunition at storage and assembly points, and the
most important groupings of the armed forces.

Nuclear/missile strikes can also be delivered
in suPport of armed combat in the theater of military
operations with the aim of annihilating the basic
groupings of enemy armed forces, of destroying and
annihilating important Objectives, and of breaking
up the concentration of his forces and weapons in
the theater. The successful performance of these
.tasks will create favorable conditions for the conduct
of military operations in a giveq theater. Here the
timely exploitation of the results of nuclear/missile
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strikes by other types of armed forces will have 	 •
important significance. Massed nuclear/missile strikes
and the coordinated efforts of all types of armed
forces should bring about the decisive destruction of
the enemy in the initial period of the war and the
achievement of the immediate strategic aims.

At the very beginning of a war, the enemy will
also strive to-achieve his aims through the mass use
of nuclear weapons. Therefore, military operations
in defense of the country and of the groupings of
armed forces, against enemy nuclear strikes, take on
paramount significance for us: This task will be
performed mainly by the troops of the PVO of the
Country. It is precisely for this that they are
primarily intended.

Military operations in defense of the country
against enemy nuclear strikes in the initial period
of a war will be conducted in accordance With plans
worked out earlier on the basis of a system of anti-
aircraft defense set up during peacetime. This system
must always be ready to repel surprise strikes by
enemy means of air attack.

With the introduction of a threat situation or
with the receipt of the first information concerning
preparation of an air attack by the enemy the entire
system of antiaircraft defense is brought to increased
combat readiness. Simultaneously, a partial regrouping
of forces and weapons for the reinforcement of the
defense of the most important axes, areas, or objectives
can be executed if necessary, and fighter aircraft can
be dispersed. Part of the radar posts are moved to
alternate positions. Command posts and control posts
(punkt navedeniya) are brought to complete readiness
to control the troops.

The repulse of the first enemy mass aviation and
missile strike will be carried out by the maximum
possible quantity of forces and weapons of the troops
of the PVO of the Country, fronts, and fleets. In
the first place, the duty means (dezhurnoye sredstvo)
of antiaircraft defense will begin to function. Their
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efforts will be intensified immediately by the large
units and units of antiaircraft missile troops, fighter
aircraft, and antiaircraft artillery which have been
brought to combat readiness.

After the repulse of the enemy's first mass strike,
the entire system of antiaircraft defense may immediately
be made ready to repel subsequent strikes. In case of
need, the movement of antiaircraft weapons and aviation
will take place in reinforcement of the defense of
important areas and objectives, the supplies of materiel
are replenished and the coordination procedure is
spelled out.

Simultaneously with the delivery of nuclear/missile
strikes against the enemy decisive military operations
will be developed in the ground theaters in the initial
period of a war. In the course of these operations,
the following basic tasks can be performed: the
destruction of enemy groupings, the capture of vitally
important territories and areas where the means of
armed combat are based, and also the holding of the
territory of our own country and of territory . taken
in the course of the war. The essence and paramount
task of armed combat in the ground theaters is the
destruction of operational-tactical attack weapons.

Ground troops and the missile large units and
units included in their complements, aircraft, and
airborne troops are the main force in the fulfilment
of tasks in land theaters. Long-range aircraft and
large units of the troops of the PVO of the Country
near the front (prifrontovoy) can also be used to
participate in the performance of these tasks. In
a number of cases the missile troops of the Supreme
High Command will be used for the performance of
strategic tasks.

Military operations in ground theaters will
be conducted Mainly in the form of offensive
operations by ground troops with the participation
of other types of armed forces. Defense can be used'
as a temporary form of combat operations only in
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separate directions of the secondary theaters or in
theaters with special terrain conditions. In some
cases, the defense of large units and armies will
also be used in the main theaters, but as a rule these
will be actions forced upon them in the course of
offensive operations.

The operations of the missile troops, the delivery
of nuclear/missile strikes against the enemy, and the
immediate exploitation of their results by advancing
troops must be made the foundation of operations by
ground troops. The most important aims of the
offensive operations of the initial period of a war
may be the destruction of the enemy troops deployed
at the beginning of the war or concentrating in
groupings, and also of the strategic reserves brought
into battle in the course of the operation; the
disruption of mobilization and of the concentration
and buildup of armed forces in the theater of military
operations; the seizure of important economic and
political centers, and also of areas of operational
or strategic significance. The specific aims of an
operation will be determined in accordance with the
situation which has developed.

The aims which have been mentioned can be achieved
through the execution of several successive operations
throughout the depth of a front or a group of fronts,
as a result of which favorable conditions should be
created for the future successful conduct of armed
combat. The first offensive operations will have a.
decisive significance in the destruction of enemy
troops, in the seizure of the initiative, and in
the attainment of the immediate strategic aims of the
initial period of a war.

These operations can begin under various conditions.
In the main direction of the basic theaters of military
operations, we will have to conduct offensive operations
against an enemy who has prepared for aggressive
operations strongly and in good time. In a number of
directions, the operations will often begin with
meeting engagements, but they can also be conducted
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against an enemy.who has gone over to the defensive
hastily.

It is also necessary to take into account conditions
in which the enemy is able to drive wedges into our
territory-in several directions. In such a case, a
very complex situation can be created in which the
switch of our troops to the 'offensive will be preceded
by the conduct-of defensive operations.

With all the diversity of conditions governing
the conduct of the initial offensive operations,
everything will be tense in character and will be
marked by a fierce struggle to seize the initiative.
Combat operations will be accompanied by the mass
use of nuclear weapons by both sides, with the aim
of achieving maximum results at the very beginning
of the war. This requires skilful and immediate
exploitation by our troops of the results of mass
strikes by nuclear weapons for the swift development
of the offensive. Together with this, well-conceived
organization of the system of measures to reduce the
effective action of the enemy nuclear weapons and to
safeguard our own troops is necessary.

The first offensive operations will be started,
as a rule, by those forces of border districts and
groups of troops which can be brought to complete
combat readiness right from the beginning of the war.
A shortage of these forces will necessitate their
particularly skilful use in the main directions and
the employment of weapons of mass destruction, in
the first place, against objectives whose destruction
will best promote the advance of the troops and the
execution. of a skilful maneuver, with the aim of a
rapid movement into the depth of the enemy's positions.
The reinforcement of fighting (deystvuyushchiy) fronts
will be carried out in the course of the operation
with the forces and weapons arriving from the interior
of the country, and also through maneuver from other
axes.

The mobile character of comtat operations in the
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initial period of a war makes necessary an operational
troop formation which will assist their rapid change of
formation, the transfer of efforts from one direction
to another, and the development of the offensive where
it will achieve the greatest success. The transfer of
efforts from one direction to another will be achieved
by redirecting the strikes of nuclear/missile-weapons
in conjunction with the maneuver of large units of
ground troops. -

The operational formation of the front in the first
offensive operations will most frequently be of a single
echelon. In this case, at the beginning of the operation
it is necessary to have strong reserves under the orders
of the front commander. The second echelon, as a rule,
will be created in the course of the offensive with the
arrival of new formations. Part of the forces in the
complement of the troops of a front can be deployed
along the border in the initial period of a war to
repel possible enemy strikes, and to support the build-
up and switch to the offensive of the front strike
groupings (udarnaya gruppirovka).

In spite Of the fact that the first offensive
operations will be conducted by comparatively limited
forces, they will have great spatial scope.

.The absence of an enemy defense system prepared
earlier will permit the first offensive operations at
the beginning of the war to be carried to a great
depth. In the main directions, the depth of a front
operation can reach 500 to 600 kilometers with a width
of 'offensive zone up to 400 kilometers, and considerably
more in mountain and desert areas. The destruction of
the basic enemy groupings and the seizure of his
territory to such a depth will facilitate the achievement

. of the strategic tasks of the initial period of the war
in the shortest period of time. The performance of th0se
tasks will require a high rate of advance by the troops.
Effective use of the weapons of mass destruction and
the high mobility of the groung troops will permit the
delivery of strikes in depth against the enemy and will
bring about an advance at high speeds. Under modern
conditions, an offensive can attain an average daily
speed of 100 kilometers and more. 	 !
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The distinctive feature of the first offensive
operations lies in the fact that at their outset the
main forces of both sides will not come into contact
with one another, and that therefore the offensive.
will most frequently develop from the march. The
front's first echelon troops, which can be deployed
in departure areas or areas of concentration before the
beginning of military operations, must be at such a
distance that they can be moved quickly to the national
frontier and go over to the offensive, exploiting the
results of strikes by nuclear weapons.

, It can also be that the troops moving up to the
border from areas of permanent disposition will begin
.combat operations on the basis of a brief order or
signal from the senior commander with reference to one
of the operational variants envisaged by the plan.

Under conditions when the enemy forestalls us
in the deployment and in the delivery of strikes from
the air and by land groupings, the front's troops must
inflict destruction with strong counterstrikes against -
the invading enemy and go over to a decisive offensive
which will be preceded by powerful strikes by missiles,
aviation, and artillery against the enemy's groupings
and against his missile-launching sites, aviation, and
reserves. After the infliction of destruction on the
enemy's basic grouping, the front's troops must develop
the offensive in depth unceasingly, with the aim of
utterly destroying the enemy's troops and of fulfilling
the assigned missions.

The offensive operations of the initial period of
a war can be conducted in various ways. In a case when
the enemy's defense is not prepared, his groupings of
troops are dispersed, and his large reserves are located
in the depth, it is not advisable to deliver swift, deep
strikes in several directions. During this, it is necessary.
to concentrate the main efforts in the direction where the
maximum results can be obtained in the shortest period of
time and with the smallest losses. Such method of operation
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ensures the greatest degree of diffusion of the enemy's
front, the dispersion of his efforts, the destruction by
units of the approaching reserves, and the seizure of
important areas and objectives in the enemy's territory
in great depth. During this, swift penetrations by •
strike groupings to the greatest possible depth will
have particularly important significance.

Such groupings, exploiting to the utmost the
results of nuclear strikes and avoiding involvement
in prolonged engagements with the enemy remaining in
the rear and on the flanks, must destroy the large
enemy reserves, capture the areas where nuclear
delivery means are based, disrupt communications and
control, 'seize vitally important areas and objectives,
and thwart the deployment by the enemy of his armed
forces..

Other ways of conducting offensive operations can
also be employed, for example, a strike in two
directions, the encirclement and annihilation of large
enemy groupings with the simultaneous development of	 -
an offensive in depth, and a strike in one direction.
The methods and ways of conducting an offensive operation
must always be determined by the particular conditions
of the situation.

Together with the conduct of offensive operations
in the initial period of a war, defensive operations
can be carried out in separate directions or in
secondary theaters of. military operations.

These defensive operations, which we are consider-
ing as a temporary type of combat operation, can be
aimed at disrupting the enemy's offensive, preventing .
his intrusion into our territory, inflicting the greatest
possible losses on him, gaining time for the concentration
and deployment of troops, and thus create favorable
conditions for a switch to the offensive.

o.
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Defensive operations can also be conducted in
the course of a general offensive which has already
begun. In this case, the defense will be conducted
On separate sectors of the front by units and large
units, and possibly by individual armies and will be
conducted in support of the offensive.

The planning and preparation of a first defensive
operation in those directions or theaters where, at
the beginning of the war, the execution of extensive
offensive operations is not proposed, are carried out
during peacetime. The most probable variants of combat
operations, subject to the possible conditions under
which the operation can begin, are outlined in the plan.
Besides the usual measures, the organization of cover
for troop deployment in the border zone is provided for.
It is quite clear that not all the conditions of a
situation can be considered in the plan. On the eve
of the war or at the beginning of military operations,
therefore, it can be made more precise.

The defense will be built up and conducted
differently from the last war. There will not be the
defensive lines and zones which were set up in the
past. The basis of defense must not be the creation
of a solid trent, but nuclear/missile strikes, the
extensive use of fire maneuver and of maneuver by
forces and weapons in combination with the holding of
important areas and sectors and the use of various
obstacles.

Those . forces and weapons which will be in the
border military districts at the beginning of a war
will be usec•to,execute the first defensive operations
Of the initial period of a war. The intensification of
effOrts in the course of the operation will be conducted,
in the first place, by the maneuver of forces and weapons
from other directions. It is advisable to use the troops
arriving from internal districts mainly for the final
destruction of the enemy in the course of the offensive.

•

;
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The operations of the defending troops will be
distinguished by great intensity and high aggressive-
ness. From the very beginning of military operations,
both sides will strive to achieve decisive results
by nuclear weapons strikes. In a defensive operation
in the initial period of a war, success can be attained
only by the skillful concentration of basic efforts
in directions where the enemy's offensive is expected,
by mass nuclear strikes against his troops, by the
means of nuclear' attack, and by the extensive use of
maneuver.

This success will also depend in large measure
on the outcome of combat with an enemy grouping breaking
into the positions of the defending troops. The destruction
Of such a grouping must be.carried out by decisive counter-
strikes.

In the first defensive operations, the troop grouping
which will be used to deliver the counterstrike will be
assembled earlier, but the counterstrike itself will most
often be inflicted from the march. It must begin with
strikes by missiles, aviation, and artillery using
nuclear weapons against the main enemy grouping. Follow-
ing this, the troops of the counterstrike grouping go
over to the offensive. These troops must operate
decisively and advance at high speeds until the complete
destruction of the invading enemy grouping is achieved.

We willbriefly consider air operations in the
initial period of a war.

As is known, the development of missile equipment
and its introduction into all types of armed forces,
and also the significant increase in the effectiveness
of modern weapons of antiaircraft defense, have caused
a decreasein the role of the air forces, and especially
of bomber aviation in armed combat. We are at present
going through the process of replacing the long-range
and front bomber aviation with strategic and operational-
tactical missiles; however, we consider that aviation
will keep its significance for some time yet.
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Long-range aviation will have to carry out tasks
concerned mainly with,the destruction of objectives
which are weakly protected by antiaircraft weapons,
and front aviation will be concerned with the support
of ground troops and with ensuring that long-range
aviation successfully overcomes enemy antiaircraft
defense in the area in the vicinity of the front
(prifrontovaya polosa) by neutralizing control points,
the radar network, and the active means of the PVO.

One of the conditions of success of an operation
in the initial period of a war is that heightened
combat readiness be attained rapidly, and also that
timely escape from an enemy strike can be achieved
by the takeoff of the aircraft or by their transfer to
other airfields. As a rule, the escape of bomber aircraft
from an enemy strike must be completed by the delivery of
strikes against lis objectives, irrespective of the -
time of day.

The basic method of operation by bomber aircraft
is the delivery of successive, massed strikes. At
the beginning of the first strike, intensive airand radio-
technical reconnaissance is conducted with the aim of
obtaining information for subsequent strikes by missiles
and aircraft, and also of determining the degree of
destruction of the enemy objectives. Strikes delivered
subsequently take into account the results of previous
operations and newly arising tasks.

Naval operations. In the initial period of a war
the navy will conduct operations in the first place
with the aim of destroying the enemy's missile submarines,
of inflicting destruction on his carrier strike large,
units (soyedineniye), also of disrupting sea and ocean -
transport.

Naval operations will be conducted primarily by
the forces of large units of submarines and naval aircraft
with the participation in some cases of large units and
units of strategic missile troops and long-range aviation.
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The firgt naval operations will have particularly
important significance in the performance of tasks in
the initial period of a war. •Advance and systematic
study of the combat composition of the enemy's navy
and of those of his objectives which it is intended
should be hit during the delivery of the first strike
at the very beginning of the war will significantly
influence their success.

This strike must be carried out by naval forces
in the minimum amount of time after the receipt of a
signal regarding one of the earlier planned variants.
It is delivered against objectives whose destruction
would lead to the frustration of the enemy's nuclear
strikes from the sea and the significant weakening of
his navy. For the navy, in the first place, such
objectives will be missile submarines and the carrier
strike large units of the enemy and also his naval bases
and most important ports, with the warships and transports
which are there.

-
The maximum possible quantity of forces and weapons,

with mass use of nuclear warheads, is used for the
delivery of the first strike. Such a strike against -
enemy objectives in remote areas will be delivered
by strategic missile large units, by submarines, by
long-range naval aviation, and also by large units of
long-range aviation assigned to the support of the navy.
The destruction of enemy coastal objectives will be
carried_out, as a rule, by missile troops, and in some
cases this task can be assigned to missile submarines.

For the performance of tasks in closed naval theaters
and in the closest areas of open. seas, surface vessels
armed with missile weapons and mine-torpedo aircraft
will also be used.

In order to keep the enemy under tension during
intervals between mass strikes, it is advisable to
conduct combat operations by small groups of submarines
and aviation, and also to make meth9dical missile launchings
using various means of destruction.
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The successes attained as a result of previous
military, operations must be consolidated by followup
operations. Their aims will depend upon the success
of the first naval operations and on the further tasks
of armed. combat at sea.

In speaking of armed combat in the initial period
of a war, it is necessary to emphasize that none of
the types of military activities or of operations which
will be 'conducted in this period can be examined in
isolation from one another." All of them will be
coordinated according to target, time, and place and
will be united by the single plan and direction of the
Supreme High Command.

Active and decisive operations on the fronts and
in the deep rear of the enemy in the course of the
operations during the initial period of a war must lead
to the undermining of the enemy's ability to withstand
the disorganization of his rear, the seizure of the
initiative by us, and the attainment of the immediate
strategic aims of the war.

The subsequent course of the war will depend to
a large extent upon the results of armed combat in
this period.

We believe in the inevitability of our victory,
the complete destruction of the aggressive imperialist
states,_and the downfall of the entire world system of
capitalism. But this victory will not come into being
by itself. We must prepare ourselves and our glorious
armed forces for it tirelessly and with all our power.
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